We are thrilled to invite you to attend a one-day boot camp on technology law, the Cyberspace Camp®, featuring domestic and international faculty, which will be held on Friday, August 18th, 2017 at Pontificia Universidad Javeriana Cra. 7, 40-62, Bogota, Colombia – Auditorio Jaime Hoyos. Attend this program, be inspired, and enhance your skills in the emerging area of technology law with some of the leading international technology lawyers.

The Andean Cyberspace Camp® program is a platform for experienced lawyers from across the world to interact with young lawyers and professionals from the Andean region, and share their insight and in-depth view on the implications of technology law and practice as it has developed in their respective jurisdictions. The program has been tailor made to address current issues facing technology law practitioners as well as make the event an interactive discussion. The program will be conducted in a classroom style, with faculty encouraging active interaction from the participants.

The Cyberspace Camp® is aimed not only towards young technology lawyers, corporate counsel, government officials, other professionals and law students who want to expand their knowledge, but also towards seasoned practitioners and professionals who may seek to refresh and expand their understanding of this exciting area of law, as it develops in the Andean region.

For more information, to register, and for any questions, contact: Víctor Ayalde and/or Gabriel Díaz Granados at centi@javeriana.edu.co

Register today before space runs out!

*CyberSpace Camp® is a registered trademark of the International Technology Law Association*
7:00 a.m. Registration
7:30 a.m. Introductory Remarks
8:00 a.m. Section I – E-Commerce
  Success cases of new entrants.
    • Daniel Ortega – Wingo – Web Sales Manager
  Payment Methods.
    • Beatriz Marulanda – Marulanda Consultores
    • Ricardo Pombo – Cívico
9:00 a.m. Section II – Data and Privacy
  Big Data and Energy Markets.
    • José Plata Puyana – Depute Head Superintendence of Public Utilities
9:40 a.m. Coffee Break
10:00 a.m. Section II – Data and Privacy
  Cloud Computing and Data Privacy.
    • Andrés Felipe Umaña - Corporate, External and Legal Affairs Lead Microsoft Colombia
    • Lorenzo Villegas Carrasquilla – Partner - LVC Consultores
  Smart Cities.
    • Iván Mantilla – Head of Telecommunications – DNP
    • Luis Lopez – Uber Colombia
11:30 a.m. Section III – Entertainment
  Creative industries, new licensing and monetization forms in music & film.
    • Rodrigo Velasco Alessandri – Partner - Alessandri
  Digital Afterlife.
    • Oscar Montezuma – Partner - Montezuma&Porto
  Influencer Marketing.
    • Paulo Brancher – Partner - Azevedo Sette
    • Jorge Jaeckel – Partner – Jaeckel&Montoya